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Mosaic data scientists collaborate 
with customers, digging deep into 
the data to inform design and 
deployment of custom ML tools that 
make a difference.

MACHINE LEARNING

Mosaic integrates powerful 
AI tools into clients’ existing 
technology stack to solve complex 
business challenges.

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE

Mosaic helps corporations of all 
shapes and sizes take advantage 
of their data, transforming their 
decision-making processes.

BUSINESS ANALYTICS
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INTRODUCTION

Using data to inform your marketing, sales, and customer experience decisions is increasingly essential for business 
success. If businesses fail to provide personalized customer experiences, they face the loss of brand equity, market 
share and—most importantly—loyal customers. Today’s consumers have more access to information than ever 
before. Information like where to shop, what to buy, and how much to pay are all at consumers’ fingertips. 

Companies that embrace new data streams and model them with internal data sources like historical sales and 
demand data will provide enhanced, more focused experiences, keeping and growing their valued customer-base. 
Predicting customer behavior is increasingly critical. The more a business understands about consumer buying 
cycle and habits, the more ways it can influence future behavior with relevant targeted advertisements, content, 
promotions or messaging.

Moving from descriptive, rear-view looking customer analytics to predictive and prescriptive views of the customer 
requires complex change (see Figure 1.1). Marketing, sales, and customer service departments need to know how to 
locate data and prepare it for analysis, which algorithms can solve their business questions, and how outputs will be 
utilized in a business decision-making setting. 

FIGURE 1.1  
GARTNER ANALYTICS 
MATURITY CURVE

Here we explore how an analytics consulting firm like Mosaic Data Science or any professional analytics practitioner 
can apply data science modeling and advanced analytics to solve customer experience problems. After describing use 
case selection and the modeling of customer behavior, we address four practical areas for optimizing outputs. In doing 
so we will refer to customer behavior modeling as an all-encompassing term for modeling tendencies, web-behavior, 
transactional history, sentiment, survey response, etc.  Because individuals make buying decisions and understanding 
their behavior can lead to game-changing insights for your business, the concepts detailed here are applicable to both 
B2B and B2C organizations. 

Before building predictive customer behavior models it is important to know what questions you are trying to answer. 
In short, make sure the business users and decision makers are on the same page as the analytics team. 
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USE CASE SELECTION

Before an organization can transform data into solutions, it must have an understanding of both practical potential and 
overall viability in order to prove value before spending large amounts of time and money on a business challenge. 

Proof of Concept (PoC) projects provide such insight. The analytics team works collaboratively with business 
stakeholders to understand the landscape and to make sure the project brings maximum value. A typical PoC plan 
includes such crucial information as background and objectives, explanations of best practices and processes for 
various issues, lists of guidelines, checklists of key items of consideration when working on a model, and other 
instructive elements identified through discussions of analytical and business needs.

MODELING CUSTOMER BEHAVIOR

Once a business has identified a feasible use case for advanced analytics and a collaboration schedule has been set, 
our data science team undertakes an investigation of consumer behavior and demand patterns. Exploratory analyses 
are conducted on available data sources. Both data quality and completeness as well as correlation analyses of relevant 
demographic and behavioral factors that influence human decision making are examined. Stakeholders are involved to 
incorporate subject matter expertise into the analysis and to ensure known factors are covered. 

An analytics team should utilize the insights from this exploratory analysis to drive feature engineering and an agile, 
iterative approach to model development activities.  Data integration and modeling workflow are implemented in an 
analytics platform to allow for dynamic comparison of multiple modeling approaches. 

A focus on machine learning models for classification such as logistic regression, random forests, naïve Bayes 
classifiers, or support vector machines (SVMs) provides maximum benefit. Value is placed on model simplicity; 
complexity increases only with sufficient performance improvement. Model interpretability -- the ability for subject 
matter experts to understand the internal model logic – incorporates the objectives of model performance and 
interpretability based on that input. 

Next the analytics team should select model performance metrics for the comparison that best align with the business 
objectives related to the model outputs. Typical customer behavior metrics include accuracy, specificity/sensitivity, 
and receiver operating characteristic (ROC) metrics such as area under curve (AUC). By using more targeted metrics, 
models can be selected and optimized based on fitness for the ultimate business objectives for which the models 
are being used. A performance assessment employs well accepted methods such as cross-validation to ensure that 
performance metrics are representative of expected model performance on new data. Models are selected and 
optimized independently using a common workflow architecture and data integration stream.  Automated analysis 
outputs that allow stakeholders to quickly assess model performance following a data refresh or changes to the 
underlying model are added into the workflow for each model.

FOUR USE CASES THAT MATTER TO SALES AND MARKETING TEAMS

Once agreed-upon consumer behavior models have been built, the analytics team should input selected 
model features for different analytics use cases such as customer lifetime value, customer segmentation, 
attribution, and customer churn. Each of these features provides invaluable insights to stakeholders about 
the composition of their customer base. 
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1. Customer Lifetime Value (CLV): Definition and modeling of one or more metrics for measuring and tracking  
    CLV. Utilization of forward-looking CLV models to project trends and changes in the CLV of the customer  
    base in support of improved revenue streams. 

2. Customer Segmentation: Creation of customer segments useful to understanding patterns in customer  
    spending based on a gross merchandise value (GMV) statistic. Analysis of segments to understand growth,  
    change, and how customers in low-value segments can be influenced to increase their site spend.

3. Attribution: Analysis and modeling of key growth targets, metrics, and drivers for insight into the  
    contribution of each media/marketing/advertising campaign. Ownership assignment of metrics and  
    measurement of function-level impact in more relevant and actionable ways.

4. Customer Churn: Analysis and modeling of customer churn to recognize drivers and leading indicators of  
    churn. Development of second-order metrics to track churn drivers and advance retention activities.

CUSTOMER LIFETIME VALUE ANALYTICS PLAN

CLV measures can help guide and prioritize promotional and customer service decisions. Mosaic Data Science applies 
CLV metrics using rear-looking customer analytics describing current values, as well as predictive and prescriptive 
views, projecting CLV over time. In the following points we highlight an example of a successful modeling plan.

1. Metric definition: Evaluate and compare multiple CLV metrics to determine utility
a. Compare over multiple windows and varying discount factors
b. Select and model one or more of candidate CLV metrics for reporting and analysis

2. Analysis: Analyze current customer base using selected CLV metrics
a. Generate distribution of CLV across customer base
b. Analyze trends in distribution over time
c. Identify natural clusters within the distribution

3. Forward-looking Modeling: Build and compare multiple CLV models to predict forward-looking CLV  
     for individual customers and customer segments

a. Leverage insights from GMV and churn analyses
b. Use multiple modeling approaches

i. Trend-based forecast models
ii. Regression models
iii. Conditional survival models
iv. Cluster-based models

CUSTOMER SEGMENTATION ANALYTICS PLAN

Developing a segmentation methodology can undeniably enhance a company’s understanding of customer behavior. 
This enables facility with respect to total spend, the identification of trends in the changing makeup of the customer 
base, and insights into how the company may be able to target low-spend customer segments to promote conversion 
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into a higher-spending cluster. Below you can see an example of a successful plan. 

1. Develop and analyze distributions of customer GMV
a. Evaluate over various spending windows
b. Analyze trends in distribution over time
c. Identify natural clusters within the distribution
d. Quantify mobility of customers over time – how often individual customers move  
    from high to low and from low to high spending quantiles
e. Identify any “typical” customer lifecycles with respect to GMV

2. Analyze customer demographics with respect to GMV
a. Identify demographic variables that correlate with GMV
b. Apply multiple clustering techniques (k-means, hierarchical, tree-based, etc.) to combined  
    demographic and GMV variables to identify meaningful customer clusters

3. Identify customer segments or characteristics of customers with high potential for increasing GMV
a. Leverage mobility and lifecycle analyses to identify customers already on a growth path
b. Leverage cluster analyses to identify customers in low GMV quantiles with traits similar  
    to those in high GMV segments

ATTRIBUTION ANALYTICS PLAN

Establishing attribution methodologies that can measure the individual contribution of each functional group to 
key growth metrics is necessary to allocate proper advertising spend. This can be an open-ended use case and 
sometimes requires close collaboration between analytic teams and stakeholders to generate customer experience 
models, build process maps, and perform root cause analyses. Project team members work together to develop new 
metrics from these analyses that can be appropriately assigned to a single function within the organization. They 
then implement new decomposition algorithms to quantify functional impacts on existing growth targets.

CUSTOMER CHURN ANALYTICS PLAN

These types of modeling exercises can help a company better understand drivers of customer churn and 
identify attrition/retention trends within customer segments to better project spend and to support revenue 
targets. See below for a potential successful schedule of modeling activities.

1. Analyze customer attrition rates
a. Quantify overall attrition rates
b. Quantify seasonal attrition patterns
c. Quantify and compare attrition rates across customer segments
d. Identify demographic and behavioral variables that correlate with churn rates

2. Develop leading indicator metrics that correlate with high customer churn

3. Build and compare multiple churn models to forecast attrition within individual customer segments
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a. Survival models
b. Regression/Classification models

CONCLUSION

An approach to these challenges is one a data mining company like Mosaic Data Science frequently takes. 
Mosaic’s highly experienced and comprehensive scientific approach to the modeling of consumer behavior can 
enable high-impact customer experience decision-making.  The complex transition from integrating data sources 
into a visualization platform to predicting and influencing customer behaviors is demanding. Once predictive 
analysis and insights have been identified, business stakeholders must integrate these insights into business 
and workflow processes, ensuring that changes and shifts in behavior are consistently monitored and updated. 
Mosaic Data Science enables businesses to aggressively attain success by retaining customers, increasing sell-
through rates, acquiring new customers, achieving segmentation, and reaching objectives.

Embracing a data-driven approach to decision-making allows sales and marketing departments to better 
understand their customers, helping them build and maintain a competitive edge in a fast-paced, data-dominated 
world. Mosaic Data Science defines and directs the future of customer experience decisions.

FOR MORE INFORMATION
Want to learn more? 
Please contact info@mosaicdatascience.com
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HOW WE WORK WITH YOU

We work in a highly collaborative partnership with our customers to ensure you get 
only the best results to consistently drive business value.

MACHINE LEARNING
We design and deploy predictive 

algorithms to solve the most 
challenging problems facing 

businesses today

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE
We bring a wealth of knowledge 

on how to tune AI models to 
deliver the maximum 

business value

BUSINESS ANALYTICS
We leverage technical expertise 

and experience across a swath of 
industries, bringing fresh approaches 

to challenging problems

ABOUT MOSAIC DATA SCIENCE

mosaicdatascience.com info@mosaicdatascience.com (866) 202-8600

We provide innovative machine learning, AI and analytics consulting across organizations.

Mosaic is a leading data science consulting company focused on helping organizations build and deploy actionable 
analytics solutions. Our customers are as varied as the techniques we use — some just starting their first predictive 

analytics project; others with deep in-house machine learning expertise.

http://mosaicdatascience.com
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